PRODUCTS / CAPABILITIES

ProLabel is pleased to offer comprehensive options for your printing and packaging needs. As a decision maker, brand manager, purchaser, we know you face more time-consuming challenges dealing with labels, films, and shrink sleeve applications than ever before.

In order to address those challenges, we’ve uniquely-configured our equipment and technologies so we can match your brand’s specific Pantone color, provide the ability to quickly print data that changes from SKU to SKU, and offer white print beyond the capabilities of other label providers.

We simply request the opportunity to provide a sample using your art file. We believe the ProLabel, Inc. difference will be clear.

PRODUCTS
- Custom Labels
- Flexible Packaging
- Tags and Inserts
- Durable Labels
- Shrink Labeling
- Roll-to-roll film
- Eco Friendly Labels
- Extended Content Labels

CAPABILITIES
- Flexographic Print
- Digital Print
- Food Safe Print
- Security Printing
- Cold Foil
- Embossing
- Textured Finishes
- Holographic Effect
- In-house prepress
PRODUCTS / CAPABILITIES

ProLabel, Inc. offers the latest in digital and flexographic capabilities. We dedicate ourselves to and invest in research and development to understand in detail exactly how we can use our technologies to complete your project.

We pride ourselves on a consultative approach. We eliminate the guesswork and eliminate print quality concerns – allowing you to focus your attention elsewhere. Located in metro Atlanta, we quickly and conveniently deliver products across the U.S. and internationally.

SERVICES

• After proof approval, standard lead time is 7 days
• 48-72 hour turnaround time on quote requests
• Convenient system to manage your requests
• Fully-staffed prepress department

• On-staff technical experts to answer questions
• Consultative in-house and field representatives for your service needs

• Custom Printed Labels
  Pressure sensitive labels
  Craft beer labels
  Wine & spirits labels
  Food labels, direct & indirect contact
  Thermal transfer *(printed)*
  Direct thermal *(printed)*
  Eco-friendly labels *(substrate & inks)*
  Tube labels *(squeezeable tubes)*
  IRC labels
  Digital printed labels
  Variable data labels
  Cover up labels
  EDP labels
  Reclosure labels
  Holographic labels
  Cast & Cure labels
  Extended content labels

• Security Labels
  “Over and convert”
  Tamper evident labels
  Self destruct labels
  Authenticity labels
  Track & Trace labels

• Flexible Packaging and Barrier Films
  Printed Barrier Films
  Unsupported films & papers
  Leading films
  Stick pack
  Packets
  Sachets

• Durable labels
  Mylar labels
  Overlays
  Intricate die cuts
  Outside decals
  Windows decals
  Fade Resistant
  UV Inkjet Digital

• Shrink Film Printed
  Shrink sleeves *(on rolls / printed)*

• Roll Fed Labels
• Cut & Stack labels
• Graphic Design
• Prepress
• Color Management

• Promotional
  Window clings
  Floor display

prolabel-inc.com